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SUMMARY: Since Nishimura (2003), it has been well known that geminates in Japanese 
loanwords devoice when they co-occur with another voiced obstruent (e.g. [beddo] => [betto] 
'bed'). This devoicing pattern has received much attention in the recent phonological literature, 
both from theoretical and experimental perspectives. In this paper we point out that there is one 
complication that has been neglected in the literature: geminates can also devoice when they co-
occur with [p] as well. To account for this observation, we develop an analysis in which two 
marked segments within a word violates a constraint, OCP(MARKED). Our analysis supports a 
recent claim by Blust (2012) that languages can avoid having two irrelevant marked structures by 
way of dissimilation.  
 
THE CORPUS DATA: It is well known that voiced geminates optionally devoice when they co-
occur with another voiced obstruent. Some native speakers report an intuition that geminates can 
be devoiced when they co-occur with [p] as well; e.g., kyuupitto 'cupid', patto 'pad', and piramitto 
'pyramid'. To examine this intuition quantitatively, we first analyzed the Corpus of Spontaneous 
Japanese (the CSJ). The results are shown in Table 1, which supports the intuition that [p] may 
cause devoicing of geminates. 
 

Table 1: Devoicability of voiced geminates in the CSJ 
(a) PoA of adjacent consonants controlled 

 voiced devoiced percent 
devoiced 

[p] 
(e.g. paddo) 11 4 27% 

[b] 
(e.g. beddo) 194 114 37% 

[h] 
(e.g. heddo) 343 10 3% 

 (b) All the data 
 voiced devoiced percent 

devoiced 
[p] 

(e.g. paddo) 11 4 27% 

[+voice] 
(e.g. rijiddo) 163 313 66% 

elsewhere 
(e.g. sumoggu) 689 28 4% 

 
The first analysis, shown in (a), examined disyllabic words with "ha-gyo" obstruents in the first 
syllables (which are all phonologically labial in Japanese phonology). The results show that 
geminates devoice 37% of the time when they co-occur with [b], devoice 27% of the time with 
[p], and devoice only 3% with [h]. The second analysis, shown in (b), examined all the words 
containing voiced geminates, which show that geminates are more likely to devoice with [p] 
(27%) than with other consonants (4%). These analyses show that [p] causes devoicing of 
geminates more often than other consonants, although not as much as voiced obstruents do. 
 
THE EXPERIMENT DATA: Furthermore, we conducted an experiment in which 34 native speakers 
judged the possibility of devoicing for words containing voiced geminates. There were three 
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conditions: (i) the voiced obstruent condition (i.e. [b…ddo]), (ii) the [p]-condition (i.e. 
[p…ddo]), and the control condition (i.e. […ddo]), with 7 items for each condition. The results 
show that native speakers of Japanese judge devoicing of geminates to be possible 85% of the 
time with a voiced obstruent, 87% of the time with [p], but only 72% of the time elsewhere: 
logistic mixed model analyses show that the [p] condition is significantly different from the 
control condition (z=3.8, p<.001), but not from the voiced obstruent condition (z=0.8, n.s.). In 
summary, [p] does behave similarly if not identically with voiced obstruents in causing 
devoicing of geminates.  
 
ANALYSIS: Modeling [p]-induced devoicing of geminates is a challenge, as having [p] and 
having voiced geminates seem phonologically irrelevant. We built on the observation that 
singleton [p]s and voiced geminates occur only in recent borrowings (Ito and Mester 1995, 
1999), and propose that these sounds are considered to be special, or marked, in Japanese 
phonology. In fact, singleton [p]s and voiced geminates are the two most infrequent sounds in 
the Japanese lexicon, as shown by our lexical analysis of Amano and Kondo (1999).  
 
We thus propose that there is a constraint OCP(MARKED), in which two marked structures within 
a word are penalized. If this constraint is ranked higher than the faithfulness constraint for 
voicing, then [p] would cause devoicing, as in (1) below. The faithfulness constraint itself is 
ranked above the constraint against voiced geminates to prevent context-free devoicing from 
occurring, as in (2). OCP(MARKED) would account for devoicing by another voiced obstruent, to 
the extent that a voiced obstruent is marked.  
 
(1) /paddo/ OCP(MARKED) FAITH(VOICE) *VOICEDGEM 
      [paddo] *!  * 
 =>[patto]  *  
(2) /maddo/ OCP(MARKED) FAITH(VOICE) *VOICEDGEM 
=> [maddo]   * 
      [matto]  *!  
 
This analysis adds further credence to a recent proposal by Blust (2012) who argues that some 
languages avoid having two irrelevant marked structures within the same word by way of 
dissimilation, an idea that is also related to the local conjunction of markedness constraints 
proposed and developed by Smolensky (1995 et seq) (see also Alderete 1997 and Ito and Mester 
2003 for similar ideas). Our analysis is also akin to the original analysis of the Japanese 
devoicing phenomenon by Nishimura (2003), which is based on local-conjunction. 
 
DISCUSSION: In this talk, we compare our analysis with other hypotheses. For example, both [p] 
and voiced geminates involve diacritic marks in Japanese orthography (handakuten and 
dakuten), and it may be that two segments with diacritics are disfavored. This hypothesis, 
however, is uninteresting from a phonological perspective, and requires empirical verification. 
Second, it is not unconceivable that Japanese [p] is actually [+voiced]. However, this analysis is 
not motivated elsewhere in the phonology of Japanese, and loses a principled way to distinguish 
[p] and [b].  
 
In summary, our empirical contribution is to have shown that [p] does cause devoicing of 
geminates in Japanese phonology. Our theoretical contribution is to provide a new case in which 
languages avoid two marked structures within the same word.  


